Everledger, GIA and JD.com join forces to bring unparalleled trust and
authenticity to online diamond purchases
JD.com and Everledger have successfully implemented an inter-chain collaboration that
combined with GIA’s long established diamond grading expertise will empower the ecommerce
platform to increase trust and transparency and enhance the digital ecommerce experience for
consumers.
Carlsbad (California), Beijing, London, 25 August 2020
Everledger has partnered with JD.com, China’s largest online and offline retailer, with more than
380 million active users, and the Gemological Institute of America (GIA), the world’s foremost
authority on certification of diamonds, to help increase trust and transparency in diamond
provenance and further confidence in online diamond purchases.
Through blockchain interoperability technology, the Everledger platform syncs GIA diamond
grading information to the JD Blockchain Anti-counterfeiting and Tracing Platform, and provides
customers with independently verified diamond certificates and origin information through the
JD.com app, as well as on JD.com’s mobile and desktop websites.
GIA is the world leader for determining the quality of diamonds based on its universally
recognised 4Cs diamond grading methodology. Through this collaboration, JD.com’s customers
will be able to check the validity of a GIA diamond grading report and will have online access to
valuable insights into the characteristics of their diamond before the diamond and its GIA report
even arrives at their doorstep.
The application of blockchain technology in e-commerce to store verifiable grading report
information on the blockchain for consumers to interact with will provide unprecedented levels of
transparency into the quality and authenticity of the diamonds consumers purchase online,
thereby enhancing the digital e-commerce experience and building more trust in China’s online
jewellery market.
The platform will also be used to prevent grading report fraud. Algorithms will help JD.com to
identify and reduce the fraudulent use of GIA reports, such as by checking that multiple
diamonds aren’t being sold with the same report. This will be supplemented by livestreams and
customer education initiatives to help customers learn how to avoid fraudulent activity when
purchasing diamonds, all of which will provide a superior digital user experience. These
improvements are of key importance in the Chinese market, where digitally-savvy millennials
account for 68% of diamond sales compared to only 45% worldwide.
Junshu Fu, Jewelry Division General Manager of Fashion & Home Group of JD.com, said: “This
cooperation has multiple meanings. On the one hand, JingZhi Alliance, the jewelry quality
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assurance program, has now added another important component – GIA, the world's largest
diamond certification organization, with its professional verification services. On the other hand,
blockchain technology provides a more credible and assured online diamond purchase
experience for consumers.”
Xinlei Zhai, head of blockchain at JD Digits, said, “The successful cross-chain collaboration is
realized by the JD Blockchain Anti-counterfeiting and Tracing Platform and international
blockchain supply chain company Everledger, in order to achieve a strong technical support for
diamond traceability services, which is not only a benchmark for the future cross-chain or
multi-chain collaborative scenarios, but also an important step in the international cooperation of
JD blockchain.”
Chris Taylor, Everledger’s Chief Operating Officer, added, “Given the growth in e-commerce,
fraud is a very real risk in the diamond market, which is why it’s so important that consumers
have access to secure and trustworthy information. By bringing cutting edge blockchain
technology, online luxury shopping, and GIA’s gold standard grading expertise together on
JD.com, we’re empowering consumers to purchase luxury items with increased confidence.”
“Everything GIA does – our research, education and of course grading millions of diamonds
each year in our laboratories around the world – has the singular mission of protecting
consumers,” said Pritesh Patel, GIA’s Chief Operating Officer. “The innovative and
transformational integration of Everledger’s blockchain expertise and JD.com’s impressive reach
and consumer relationships with GIA’s industry-leading diamond expertise and
universally-accepted grading reports is a major step forward for consumer confidence.”
This collaboration marks the next step in Everledger’s expansion in China, which started in
2018 when it collaborated with GIA and leading jewellery brand Chow Tai Fook to use
blockchain technology to deliver secure, digital diamond grading reports to consumers for the
first time. Everledger also introduced a WeChat Mini Program e-commerce solution in
partnership with ALROSA (the global leader in diamond mining). Furthermore, Tencent, one of
the world’s most important internet companies, led Everledger’s Series A round of investments
last year.
Leanne Kemp, founder and CEO of Everledger, said: “Bringing this level of transparency into
the Chinese jewellery industry marks another exciting and important milestone on our journey
towards providing clarity for the supply chains that need it most. Consumers in China can now
purchase diamonds safe in the knowledge that they have access to the most accurate and
authentic grading information at the click of a button.”
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Figure 1: Online consumer interface of GIA report for JD.com
-ABOUT EVERLEDGER:
Founded in 2015, Everledger is an independent technology company helping businesses surface and
converge asset information, using a symphony of secure technologies, including blockchain, artificial
intelligence, intelligent labelling and Internet of Things. Our purpose is to contribute greater clarity and
confidence in marketplaces where transparency matters most.
Everledger is committed to helping every link in the industry value chain to achieve a positive
environmental impact from traceability. Our technology brings increased transparency to supply chains,
benefiting stakeholders who adopt sustainable practices, while bringing visibility to their end consumers.
We digitally streamline our clients’ compliance processes, to help them demonstrate the lifetime story of
an asset with greater efficiency and accuracy. As technology partners, we also support in powering
resilience and sustainability. With information out in the open, we believe the value of many industries –
from diamonds, to fine wines, to e-recycling – will be shared by all stakeholders throughout the value
chain.
Everledger is certified with the ISO 27001 standard by the British Assessment Bureau, a testament to our
robust, ongoing and systematic approach to information security.
Everledger has been awarded a Technology Pioneer by the World Economic Forum in 2018.
For more information, visit: www.everledger.
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About GIA
An independent nonprofit organization, GIA (Gemological Institute of America), established in
1931, is recognized as the world’s foremost authority in gemology. GIA invented the famous
4Cs of Color, Clarity, Cut and Carat Weight and, in 1953, created the International Diamond
Grading System™ which is recognized around the world as the standard for diamond quality.
Through research, education, gemological laboratory services and instrument development, the
Institute is dedicated to ensuring the public trust in gems and jewelry by upholding the highest
standards of integrity, academics, science and professionalism. Visit GIA.edu.
For press inquiries, please contact Nellie Barnett at nbarnett@gia.edu or +1 760-603-4184.

About JD.com, Inc.
JD.com is a leading technology driven e-commerce company transforming to become the
leading supply chain based technology and service provider. The company’s cutting-edge retail
infrastructure seeks to enable consumers to buy whatever they want, whenever and wherever
they want it. The company has opened its technology and infrastructure to partners, brands and
other sectors, as part of its Retail as a Service offering to help drive productivity and innovation
across a range of industries. JD.com is the largest retailer in China, a member of the
NASDAQ100 and a Fortune Global 500 company.
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